
 
 

Shamanism 201 Class 3 

 

Four Directions 

South – way of the healer/past/Serpent 

West – way of the warrior/move beyond limitations/Jaguar 

North – way of the teacher or seer/time/Hummingbird 

East – way of the visionary to see into other realms/new dream/Condor/Eagle 

 

Journey 

Middle World 

Where in the world are my power spots or power elements?  

Where do I need to be? Where do I need to connect to?  

 

Practitioner 

Do you provide other services? 

Are you a councilor or other type of licensed practitioner?  

Make sure that you either have separation in the services that you provide or that it 

falls within the guidelines of the board/rules for your profession.  

Each state and country have different laws for different types of practitioners. Make 

sure to find out what you can and cannot do where you are practicing.  

 

Shamanic Healing Protocols 

What do you think shamanic healing protocols and ethics should be?  

What are your rules? 

 

Protocols 

This is separate from healing and other techniques 

There isn’t a governing body for shamans 



We aren’t regulated like doctors or other professionals 

Need to have a principle of integrity 

Never have a sexual interaction with a client 

Never say you need to be paid or there will be a negative curse/energy put on them 

Charge exorbitant fees 

Dominating/threatening the client 

Be rude or hurtful 

 

Ethics – Society for Shamanic Practitioners 

I will work in sacred alliance with Spirit, and to be informed and guided by that 

Source, and not my own ego, in offering service to others. 

I will recognize the wholeness inherent in every person or group or circumstance 

that comes for healing and to honor whatever form in which its pain is presented to 

me. 

I will be mindful of speech, thought, and action and their impact on building 

relationships both in the present and through time into future and past. 

I will be respectful of others, even in their differences. 

I will work with compassion and non-judgment. 

I will do no harm and to avoid any sexual misconduct in my work with clients. 

I will maintain clients’ privacy. 

I will be honest with clients and other practitioners and will be truthful in the way I 
present myself in public relations and advertising. 

I will refrain from posting any content that advertises the use of plant medicines, 
which are not legal in the country where they will be used. 

I will offer fair and appropriate fees. 

In service to others, I will keep my own life and personhood in balance to the best of 
my ability.  

 

Spiritual Healing Protocols 

1. Know who you are and what you are doing 
This is who I am ……. 

This is my ceremony and I know how it works 



Spiritual Healing Protocols 

2. Confidentiality 
Shamanism is not a HIPPA service 

Recommended that you have your own internal policy on confidentiality 

You can use guidelines from similar professions and professional standards 

Always keep client's data private 

Adhere to any email policies as well 

Spiritual Healing Protocols 

3. Expectations 
Be careful of how you frame what you offer 

Do not use any medical language  

Do use any specific conditions or infer them 

Last resort for some 

Not a magic pill 

Even though we know sometimes we heal and are one and done we can’t 

advertise that or miracles  

Spiritual Healing Protocols 

4. Touching 
In many places we are not licensed to touch people 

Always ask permission to touch 

My intake form has a body chart  

Legal coverage you may become an online minister and provide spiritual 
healing (rules will differ by where you live) 

www.themonastery.org (Universal Life Church) 

Attachments 

Intrusion – energetic hanger on, like an exterior barnacle  

Intruder – has intelligence to what it is doing 

Walk In – soul energy that didn't cross over, enter when you are weak or 

unconscious 

Curses – black magic, sending something harmful, bad karma 

Possession – high level demonic attachment 

http://www.themonastery.org/


Crystal Extraction Ceremony 

Why would someone need this ceremony? 

Long term illness or chronic pain that just won’t go away 

Curse or ill intent has been put on them 

This ceremony will release the intrusion of the curse but a separate 

Kuti Despacho ceremony will have to be done to remove the curse 

itself 

Abusive relations 

Addictions 

Crystal Extraction Ceremony 

Get permission to touch whatever area or chakra the attachment appears in 

Sometimes these are present around the private areas, so explanation and 

permission are key 

Open the chakra closest to the area (3x turn counterclockwise) 

Place your extraction crystal wand there and suck it out 

Do not suck it into your mouth, stop before the top 

Crystal Extraction Ceremony 

Your wiraqocha remains closed 

You should wear your protection jewelry or black poncho 

Close up your energy body to anything coming in 

Call in an embody the traits of your land-based power animal or call in the 

jaguar from the West direction, use them as trackers 

Place a pair of stones on the right and left sides of the client (masculine on 

right, feminine on the left) can mix up the pairs 

Crystal Extraction Ceremony 

Rattle and/or chant 5-10 minutes to get you into state 

Use trembling hands technique to scan the client’s body for the attachment 

Put Florida water on your hands 

Rub your hands together with the intent to energize them 



Shake & hover one hand at a time a few inches above over them from 

the head to the feet 

Sense where something might be hiding, bad spirits, aggressive spirit 

insects/animals, cold spots in unusual places, dark energy, anything 

feeling like decay 

Crystal Extraction Ceremony 

Blow and spit it out into Pachamama to be reclaimed 

Continue removing attachments from the feet to the head until all are gone 

Seal the area where you placed the attachments on the ground with Florida 
Water 

You may see healthy plants from nature return as the attachment leaves 

Seal their affected chakras and/or the whole light body with Florida Water 

Perform a Harmony Ceremony or Kuti Despatcho as necessary 

Extraction Ceremony Alt. 

Alt. way instead of using a crystal you may use your hands 

Follow the same steps but instead use your hands like a scoop to remove the 
attachments 

Put them to Pachamama and ask her to transform them back into Sami light 

Healing Space 

 

     Healing Space 

Think about where you are going to be doing your healing 

Virtual if so what platform 

In person 

Massage Table 

Floor – traditional 

Safe and conducive space 

In person make sure you carry liability insurance 

 

Blankets & Ponchos/Shaws 

Want to have something on the ground if you are doing ceremonies or healing 



Sets the sacred ground 

Peru ones are great  

Pendleton - in US 

https://www.pendleton-usa.com/ 

 

7 Saywas 

Kawsay/Life force energy 

Chekaq/Truth 

Yuyaq/Wisdom 

Munay/Love & health 

Nuraq/Spirit 

Kallariy/Embodiment 

Chullaq/Oneness 

 

7 Saywas 

Andean Cosmology #7 is the number of energy saywas that comprise the universe 

7 Saywas are intentions 

Help shamans understand the fabric of the Andean World 

Bridge to the sacred 

Connect the physical to the luminous sides of ourselves 

Inka concentrated on becoming luminous, a child of light AKA Inka 

Luminous markers 

7 Saywas 

7 Saywas myth says that they came from Wiracocha in physical form 

He raised them from a mountain called Munay 

Munay is the nature of unconditional love and is also one of the saywas themselves 

Represented by a niche at the main temple at Muchu Picchu 

Kawsay 

Kawsay –lifeforce energy 

https://www.pendleton-usa.com/


Everything in the universe has life 

Alive energy that created all the cosmos 

All has been a gift from Pachamama, all gifts contain kawsay 

Energy that created the gift of life force within us 

Chekaq 

Chekaq – means truth 

There are many truths, however the only absolute truth is love 

If we are out of proper relationship (purpose or ideas), we may follow a deleted truth, 

one cause of disease 

When we are in balance it brings us clarity about being in sacred reciprocity (anyi 

with our thoughts and actions) 

Yuyaq 

Yuyaq means wisdom 

Acknowledge the levels of consciousness, be able to solidify knowledge so that it 

becomes wisdom 

Using knowledge to become efficient in our everyday lives 

Knowing where we came from (energy source) 

Munay 

Munay means love and beauty 

It is unconditional love 

The principle of interconnectedness and manifestation throughout all life 

It is the component present in all the saways as well as one unto itself 

Also a type of bliss and ecstasy  

Devoid of ego 

Timeless and completely satisfying 

Love is the source from which we stem 

Nuraq 

Nuraq means spirit 

Everything in the universe moves and has spirit 



Our ability to change dimensions and perceptual states 

Spirit manifests through communication and integrating the sayways (words birthing 

into creation) 

Kallariy 

Kallariy means embodiment 

Comprised of your own personal journey 

Knowing everything is always in motion (nothing is still) 

Our duty to avoid the ego and manifest with wisdom 

We are called to manifest 

Creates a fulfilling life when we follow it 

Chullaq 

Chullaq means oneness 

Everything is connected 

Integration with the universe and claiming our purpose 

Body of knowledge about being in anyi among the three worlds, all the people and 

creatures 

 

Imprints 

Imprint is a form of energy the forms inside a body 

Opposite of an intrusion which comes from the outside 

Usually traced back to tragic events, resentments/anger etc. 

Creates an internal energy sore 

People may contain many imprints 

Some can cope with these in them others it causes issues 

Problematic because it no longer serves you 

Acts as a constraint to moving on 

 

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Removes an imprint from the luminous light body and heals it with the saywa energy 

The creator spirit Wiraqocha is the giver of the Saywas 



When you do the gifting you are acting as a channel 

The energy is sent to the luminous light body of the client 

You may feel warmth as it flows through you 

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Ask your guides for help during this ceremony 

Call in the energy of the Jaguar and West Direction for the ability to track the imprint 

Call in Wiraqocha for the ability to channel the information 

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Start at the clients' head 

Put your tracking stone in the left hand of the client 

Tracking stone will attract the imprint into the associated chakra 

Determine which mesa stone calls to be in the client's right hand, or other stone in 

your collection 

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Have client focus on the emotion, event or cause of the imprint 

Intuit which chakra is out of balance with this issue 

Also use a pendulum or muscle testing, test all the chakras and then work on the 
one closest to the root chakra (lowest) that is affected 

Other affected chakras will need to be dealt with separately  

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Take your energy body and throw it over the client (luminous light body) 

Press the deepening points (behind the ears at the height of the top vertebra at the 

level where the skull meets the spine) with your middle fingers 

Hold these points until you intuit it is time to release them (5-10 minutes) 

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Open the affected lowest chakra 3x turn counterclockwise (hands floating) 

Go back to holding the release points or massage the spot lightly until you feel it is 

complete 

Use your hands to pull out the imprint and send it to Pachamama (repeat several 

times) 5-10 minutes  

Saywas Healing Ceremony 



Have the client help breath the imprint out 

If the client gets overwhelmed have them cross their arms over their chest or use 

ground stones (shiva lingams, euphoralite, shungite etc.) 

When the chakra is clean put your right hand on the chakra and channel a saywas 

(light) from your 8
th

 chakra (wiraqocha)  

The saywa(s) may be seen or sensed as light or you may intuit which one of the 7 

have appeared 

Saywas Healing Ceremony 

Close the chakra, turning it 3x clockwise while hovering your hand  

Seal the chakra (Florida water, bells etc.) 

Take back your luminous light body 

Make sure the client feel grounded if not take the appropriate measures 

Rub the tops of their feet to ground them (not bottoms) 

Ask for client feedback 

 

Water Ceremony 

Sometimes a client needs a tangible ceremony, or you may intuit that it needs to be 
performed 

Another way of gifting a saywa(s) and restoring harmony 

Bless the spring water and carnations 

Drink some of the water and pour the remaining in a cup 

Red carnation flowers on your left side (feminine) and the white carnations on the 
right side (masculine) 

Water Ceremony 

Hold the flowers and push your luminous bubble open  

Breathe the energy up and then pull the energy down from the crown 

Where the you feel the Earth and Sky energy meeting in the middle stop and blow 
into the flowers and the water 3-6 times (connects the energy to them) 

Dip the carnations into the water and place the flowers into the 3 main chakras 

(cusqo, heart, 3
rd

 eye), directly on the skin if possible 

Water Ceremony 

Turn the flowers counterclockwise on the three chakras 



Then release all the hucha to the earth 

Dip the flowers in the water and touch (not circle) the 3 chakras (restores harmony) 

Gift them a sawya(s) 

Circle counterclockwise over the 3 chakras 

 

Homework 

Practice these ceremonies 

 

Closing Sacred Space 

Four Directions 

South – way of the healer/past/Serpent 

West – way of the warrior/move beyond limitations/Jaguar 

North – way of the teacher or seer/time/Hummingbird 

East – way of the visionary to see into other realms/new dream/Condor/Eagle 

 


